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FULL SPECTRUM 
EUCALYPTUS BALM

HIGHDESERTPURE.COM
@HIGHDESERTPURE
$50, 2oz jar (199mg 
THC and 193mg CBD)

PRODUCED  by
HIGH DESERT PURE

In the summertime, you can find me 
barefoot just about 90% of the time. 
Not long after my first summer 
pedicure, my feet become ratty and 
dry due to new callus build up. TMI? 
And why am I rambling on about 
the details of my feet? Because I 
believe this High Desert Pure Full 
Spectrum Eucalyptus Balm is an ex-
cellent choice to soothe and soften 
your trotters in the dead of summer. 

LOOKS (4/5) You can find HDP 
products in a tin with a simple beige 
label. The consistency is strong 
enough to hold up without melting 
everywhere and making a greasy 
mess. It even does well in the heat, 
but be sure to keep out of direct 
sunlight. 

AROMA (5/5) The smell of this 
product is pure peppermint without 
much depth. Menthol lovers and 
olfactory minimalists rejoice. I’m not 
a huge fan of mint on my skin, but 
the cool feeling of peppermint is re-
freshing in the summertime. Plus, it’s 
perfect in lieu of a minty foot cream. 

CONSISTENCY & ABSORPTION 
(5/5) The balm is sturdy, but softens 
quickly with the heat and pressure 
from your fingertips. It’s waxy upon 
application to the skin, but melts 
and spreads easily leaving your skin 
glossy and hydrated. 

EFFECTS (5/5) I primarily use this 
product on my feet, but ideally you 
can use it anywhere you need it. 
I deal with cracked heels and this 
balm does wonders for long-lasting 
hydration. The Cannabis found in 
the product also helps heal and 
alleviate my dry paws, as I can run 
barefoot without ruining my feet. 

I’ve noticed it also helps reduce 
the pain from a bone spur I have on 
my heel from excessive walking in 
New York. If you’re into silky, minty-
fresh feet and you deal with things 
like corns, bone spurs, etc, you 
should give this topical a try.

THE COOL 
FEELING OF 
PEPPERMINT 
IS REFRESHING 
IN THE  
SUMMERTIME.




